AGENDA

ACI 375 PBD of Concrete Buildings for Wind Loads

2007 Spring Meeting - ACI Convention

Monday, April 23, 2007
Rockdale Room, Hilton Hotel, Atlanta, GA
3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

1.0 Welcome

2.0 Approval of agenda and minutes from Fall 06

3.0 Membership and participation review

4.0 Topics for publication (Concrete International)
   - Modeling of steel link beams in concrete shear walls
   - Punching shear in flat slab for dual system
   - Wind loads for strength and serviceability design (recurrence period)
   - Damping level for wind tunnel loads for serviceability and strength
   - Acceptability criteria or drift limits
   - P-Delta effects and acceptability criteria
   - Etc….

5.0 Survey discussion and deployment strategy

6.0 Adjournment